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Per Guest (Min. 50 pax)

Extra
Services

La Toque is a full-service caterer. We provide a complete range of
services to satisfy our clients' great events.
Besides the food, the next most important aspects are the design
and the ambiance. Careful attention is given to specific details
such as the colors of table linens and napkins, centerpieces,
decorations, the flow of traffic through the event and table layout,
timing, music and accommodations.
Please review our different services and contact us to organize
your personalized private or corporate function.

FURNITURE
Tables
□
□
□
□
□

Standard round table with cover 5' (10 pax) - RM 40.00
Standard round table with cover 3' (6 pax) - RM 13.00
Bistro table with cover - RM 70.00
VIP round table with cover and setting - RM 150.00
VIP long table with cover and setting - RM 220.00

Chairs
□
□
□
□

Banquet chair - RM 7.50
Chiavori white chair - RM 20.00
Fabric cover for chair - RM 6.00
Cushion for chair - RM 18.00

Canopies & Accessories
□
Arabian canopy with scallop 20'x20' - RM 480.00
□
Pyramid canopy with scallop 20'x20' - RM 360.00
□
Industrial fan - RM 80.00
□
Air cooler (large) - RM 300.00

FLORAL ARRANGEMENT
□
□
□

Standard floral centerpiece - RM 90.00
VIP floral centerpiece - RM 180.00
Floral arch - RM 200.00

ANIMATION
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□

Live cooking station by our Chef - RM 300.00 / 2 Hours
Belgium chocolate fountain (with premium fruits, mini pretzels, waffles,
egg rolls and marshmallows) - RM 2300 / 3 Hours
Cotton candy machine - RM 480 / 3 Hours
Popcorn machine (with topping and seasoning) - RM 720 / 3 Hours
Professional photographer for function - RM 1080 / 4 Hours
Professional photographer for wedding - RM 2255 / 5 Hours
Professional magician performance - please contact us for price
Photo booth and instant printing small polaroid - RM 2400 / 3 Hours
DJ - please contact us for price
Music band - please contact us for price
Ice sculpture (standard size. Ex : logo) - RM 850 / Event

* Furniture Transportation – RM 150.00 Onward
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